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Pearson Physics offers a new path to mastery—a “concepts first” approach that supports a superior, step-by-step problem solving process. In your new program, you’ll find:
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• Cutting-edge technology that offers multiple options for interacting with—and mastering—the content.
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Leading by Example

Every class contains a unique and diverse group of students. Pearson Physics supports each student’s unique learning style, offering all students a path to success. A key element of this approach is the program’s use of four distinct Example types, each with a particular purpose.

Quick Examples offer simple and concise solutions that model how newly introduced equations and units are used.

Conceptual Examples pose a thought-provoking question and then explain the logical reasoning and physics concepts needed to answer it.

Active Examples ask students to take an active role in solving the problem by thinking through the logic described on the left and verifying their answers on the right.

Guided Examples present a visual model of the physical situation and outline the key concepts that apply to it before proceeding to the detailed step-by-step solution.
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- **Quick Examples**
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- **Conceptual Examples**
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Relevant Connections

Pearson Physics emphasizes the fact that physics applies to everything in your world, connecting ideas and concepts to everyday experience.

---

**Physics & You** features throughout the book explain the physics behind interesting technologies, the impact of technology on society, and the role of physics in various careers.

**Physic & You: Technology** passages in the discussion explain how various modern technologies make use of the physics concepts just learned.
Pearson Physics provides hands-on lab explorations in the text itself and through a separate Lab Manual. Extra study support features appear throughout the chapters when students need them most.

Physics Labs are traditional single-page lab activities that use easy to obtain materials.

Math HELP boxes in example problems guide students to extra math support material contained in the Math Review chapter.

Connecting Ideas features the important concepts from lesson to lesson and chapter to chapter, helping students see the bigger picture.

Short, simple, and interesting Inquiry Labs open each chapter and offer a chance to explore some of the chapter’s fundamental concepts.

Physics Labs and Study Tools

Inquiry Lab

Explore

1. Thoroughly clean and dry waxed microscope slides.
2. Place the ribbon oscillating drum in front of the microscope and observe the results.
3. Count the number of oscillations for waxed and unwaxed slides. What do you notice?

What thin film interferes?

Tutorials with Hints and Feedback

Mastering’s easy-to-assign tutorials provide students with individualized coaching.

• Hints and Feedback offer “scaffolded” instruction similar to what students would experience in an after-school study session.

• Hints often provide problem-solving strategies or break the main problem into simpler exercises.

• Wrong-answer-specific feedback gives students exactly the help they need by addressing their particular mistake without giving away the answer.
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Prelecture Questions
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Gradebook Diagnostics
The Gradebook Diagnostics screen provides instructors with weekly diagnostics. With a single click, charts identify the most difficult problems, vulnerable students, and grade distribution.
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<td>Playing a CD (Angular Speed)</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUIDED</td>
<td>Example 8.4</td>
<td>Compare the Speeds</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUICK</td>
<td>Example 8.5</td>
<td>What’s the Stopping Time?</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUICK</td>
<td>Example 8.6</td>
<td>What’s the Angular Speed?</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCEPTUAL</td>
<td>Example 8.7</td>
<td>Which Object Wins the Race?</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>Example 8.8</td>
<td>Find the Required Force</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUIDED</td>
<td>Example 8.9</td>
<td>Torques to the Left and Torques to the Right (Torque)</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUIDED</td>
<td>Example 8.10</td>
<td>A Fish Takes the Line (Angular Acceleration)</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCEPTUAL</td>
<td>Example 8.11</td>
<td>Which Block Lands First?</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>Example 8.12</td>
<td>Find the Forces</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUIDED</td>
<td>Example 8.13</td>
<td>A Well-Balanced Meal (Equilibrium)</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCEPTUAL</td>
<td>Example 8.14</td>
<td>Compare the Masses</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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9  QUICK Example 9.1 | What’s the Force? 309
CONCEPTUAL Example 9.2 | Rank the Forces 310
GUIDED Example 9.3 | How Much Force Is with You? (Universal Gravitation) 310
GUIDED Example 9.4 | The Dependence of Gravity on Altitude (Earth’s Gravity) 315
QUICK Example 9.5 | What’s the Value of g on the Moon? 317
QUICK Example 9.6 | What’s the Mass of Earth? 318
CONCEPTUAL Example 9.7 | Choose the Path 321
GUIDED Example 9.8 | Rounding a Corner (Circular Motion) 322
ACTIVE Example 9.9 | Find the Normal Force 324
CONCEPTUAL Example 9.10 | Weighing In 324
CONCEPTUAL Example 9.11 | Comparing Orbital Speeds 329
ACTIVE Example 9.12 | Find the Altitude of the Orbit 331

10 GUIDED Example 10.1 | Temperature Conversions (Temperature Scales) 347
QUICK Example 10.2 | What’s the Kelvin Temperature? 348
CONCEPTUAL Example 10.3 | Comparing Expansions 350
QUICK Example 10.4 | What’s the Increase in Height? 351
CONCEPTUAL Example 10.5 | Expand or Contract? 353
CONCEPTUAL Example 10.6 | Warmer or Cooler? 355
GUIDED Example 10.7 | Stair Master (Mechanical Equivalent of Heat) 360
QUICK Example 10.8 | What Is the Temperature Change? 362
GUIDED Example 10.9 | Cooling Off (Calorimetry) 364
ACTIVE Example 10.10 | Find the Final Temperature 365
CONCEPTUAL Example 10.11 | Boiling Temperature 368
CONCEPTUAL Example 10.12 | Which Is Worse? 372
QUICK Example 10.13 | What’s the Thermal Energy? 373

11 GUIDED Example 11.1 | The Energetic Jogger (First Law of Thermodynamics) 388
GUIDED Example 11.2 | Heat into Work (Heat Engine) 391
CONCEPTUAL Example 11.3 | Engine Efficiency 392
QUICK Example 11.4 | How Much Work? 394
GUIDED Example 11.5 | Work Area (Pressure-Volume Graph) 395
GUIDED Example 11.6 | Work into Energy (Adiabatic Process) 398
CONCEPTUAL Example 11.7 | Comparing Efficiencies 402
ACTIVE Example 11.8 | Find the Temperature 403
GUIDED Example 11.9 | Melts in Your Hand (Entropy) 404

12 GUIDED Example 12.1 | Pressuring the Ball (Gauge Pressure) 417
GUIDED Example 12.2 | Take a Deep Breath (Ideal Gas Equation) 419
CONCEPTUAL Example 12.3 | Does the Number of Molecules Change? 420
ACTIVE Example 12.4 | Calculate the Amount of Air 421
QUICK Example 12.5 | What’s the Mass? 425
QUICK Example 12.6 | What’s the Pressure? 426
GUIDED Example 12.7 | Pressure and Depth (Density) 428
CONCEPTUAL Example 12.8 | Do the Bubbles Change in Size? 429
QUICK Example 12.9 | What’s the Force? 431
CONCEPTUAL Example 12.10 | How Is the Scale Reading Affected? 433
CONCEPTUAL Example 12.11 | Does the Water Level Change? 433
GUIDED Example 12.12 | Spray Nozzle (Continuity Equation) 436
CONCEPTUAL Example 12.13 | What Happens to the Ragtop Roof? 438
QUICK Example 12.14 | What’s the Force? 441
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13 **QUICK** Example 13.1 | What Are the Frequency and the Period? 455
**GUIDED** Example 13.2 | Spring Time (Simple Harmonic Motion) 458
**QUICK** Example 13.3 | What's the Period? 459
**ACTIVE** Example 13.4 | Find the Period 461
**QUICK** Example 13.5 | What's the Period? 463
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 13.6 | Raise or Lower the Weight? 465
**GUIDED** Example 13.7 | Drop Time (Acceleration due to Gravity) 466
**QUICK** Example 13.8 | What's the Wavelength? 474
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 13.9 | What's the Amplitude? 477
**GUIDED** Example 13.10 | It's Fundamental (Standing Waves) 480

14 **CONCEPTUAL** Example 14.1 | How Far Away Is the Lightning? 495
**GUIDED** Example 14.2 | Wishing Well (Speed of Sound) 496
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 14.3 | Comparing String Frequencies 499
**GUIDED** Example 14.4 | Getting a Tune-up (Beats) 500
**GUIDED** Example 14.5 | Pop Music (Standing Waves) 504
**QUICK** Example 14.6 | What's the Length? 505
**GUIDED** Example 14.7 | Whistle Stop (Doppler Effect) 509
**ACTIVE** Example 14.8 | Determine the Frequency 511
**QUICK** Example 14.9 | What's the Intensity? 514
**GUIDED** Example 14.10 | The Power of Song (Sound Intensity) 516
**QUICK** Example 14.11 | What's the Intensity? 517
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 14.12 | Does the Intensity Change? 518

15 **QUICK** Example 15.1 | How Long Does It Take? 530
**GUIDED** Example 15.2 | Fizeau's Results (Speed of Light) 532

**QUICK** Example 15.3 | What's the Change in Frequency? 533
**GUIDED** Example 15.4 | Roses Are Red, Violets Are Violet (Electromagnetic Spectrum) 538
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 15.5 | How Many of Each Color? 542
**QUICK** Example 15.6 | What's the Intensity? 547
**GUIDED** Example 15.7 | Analyze This (Polarization) 548
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 15.8 | Is the Light Completely Blocked? 549

16 **CONCEPTUAL** Example 16.1 | How Does the Direction Change? 567
**GUIDED** Example 16.2 | Reflecting on a Flower (Reflection) 571
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 16.3 | How Tall Is the Mirror? 572
**GUIDED** Example 16.4 | Two-Dimensional Corner Reflector (Reflection) 573
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 16.5 | Which Mirror Works Best? 577
**GUIDED** Example 16.6 | Image Formation (Concave Mirrors) 579
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 16.7 | Concave or Convex? 580
**QUICK** Example 16.8 | Where's the Image? 582
**QUICK** Example 16.9 | Where's the Image? 582
**GUIDED** Example 16.10 | Checking It Twice (Magnification) 584
**ACTIVE** Example 16.11 | Determine the Magnification and the Focal Length 585

17 **QUICK** Example 17.1 | What's the Travel Time? 598
**QUICK** Example 17.2 | What's the Angle of Refraction? 600
**GUIDED** Example 17.3 | Sitting on a Dock of the Bay (Refraction) 602
**CONCEPTUAL** Example 17.4 | Which Way Is the Beam Refracted? 604
**GUIDED** Example 17.5 | Light Totally Reflected (Total Internal Reflection) 607
**GUIDED** Example 17.6 | Prisms (Dispersion) 609
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**CONCEPTUAL** Example 17.7 | Is the Focal Length Affected? 615

**GUIDED** Example 17.8 | Object Distance and Focal Length (Convex Lenses) 617

**ACTIVE** Example 17.9 | Find the Displacement of the Lens 619

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 17.10 | Which Glasses Should They Use? 625

18 **GUIDED** Example 18.1 | Two May Not Be Better Than One (Interference) 639

**QUICK** Example 18.2 | What Are the Angles? 644

**GUIDED** Example 18.3 | Blue Light Special (Two-Slit Interference) 645

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 18.4 | Is the Fringe Dark or Bright? 649

**GUIDED** Example 18.5 | Splitting Hairs (Air Wedge) 649

**GUIDED** Example 18.6 | Red Light Special (Thin-Film Interference) 652

**QUICK** Example 18.7 | What's the Wavelength? 656

**GUIDED** Example 18.8 | Exploring the Dark Side (Single-Slit Diffraction) 657

**QUICK** Example 18.9 | What’s the Angle? 659

**QUICK** Example 18.10 | What’s the Spacing? 663

19 **QUICK** Example 19.1 | How Much Charge? 678

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 19.2 | Does the Mass Change? 680

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 19.3 | Where Do They Collide? 685

**GUIDED** Example 19.4 | The Bohr Orbit (Electric Force) 687

**QUICK** Example 19.5 | What’s the Force? 688

**GUIDED** Example 19.6 | Total Force (Electric Force) 691

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 19.7 | Comparing Forces 692

**ACTIVE** Example 19.8 | Find the Force Exerted by a Charged Sphere 693

20 **GUIDED** Example 20.1 | Force Field (Electric Force) 707

**QUICK** Example 20.2 | What’s the Electric Field? 709

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 20.3 | What’s the Sign? 711

**GUIDED** Example 20.4 | Superposition in the Field (Electric Field) 712

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 20.5 | Do They Intersect? 714

**QUICK** Example 20.6 | What’s the Change in Electric Potential Energy? 720

**GUIDED** Example 20.7 | Plates at Different Potentials (Electric Fields and Potentials) 722

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 20.8 | How Does the Field Change? 731

**GUIDED** Example 20.10 | A Peak or a Valley? 727

**QUICK** Example 20.11 | What’s the Charge? 729

**GUIDED** Example 20.12 | All Charged Up (Capacitors) 730

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 20.13 | How Does the Field Change? 731

**GUIDED** Example 20.14 | Delivering a Shock to the System (Capacitors) 733

21 **CONCEPTUAL** Example 21.1 | Comparing Currents 746

**GUIDED** Example 21.2 | Mega Blaster (Electric Current) 747

**ACTIVE** Example 21.3 | Determine the Charge and the Work 749

**QUICK** Example 21.4 | What’s the Current? 751

**GUIDED** Example 21.5 | Three Resistors in Series (Series Circuit) 758

**GUIDED** Example 21.6 | Three Resistors in Parallel (Parallel Circuit) 761

**GUIDED** Example 21.7 | Combination Special (Combination Circuit) 763

**QUICK** Example 21.8 | What’s the Current? 766

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 21.9 | Comparing Currents and Resistances 767

**GUIDED** Example 21.10 | Heated Resistance (Power Dissipation) 768

**CONCEPTUAL** Example 21.11 | Brightness of the Lights 769
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| GUIDED Example 21.12 | Your Goose Is Cooked (Energy Cost) | 770 |
| 22 CONCEPTUAL Example 22.1 | Can They Cross? | 785 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 22.2 | Which Direction? | 790 |
| QUICK Example 22.3 | What's the Magnetic Field? | 791 |
| ACTIVE Example 22.4 | Determine the Magnetic Field | 791 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 22.5 | Double the Loops or the Length? | 794 |
| GUIDED Example 22.6 | The Care of a Solenoid (Solenoids) | 794 |
| GUIDED Example 22.7 | A Tale of Two Charges (Magnetic Force) | 797 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 22.8 | Positive, Negative, or Zero? | 799 |
| QUICK Example 22.9 | What's the Speed? | 801 |
| GUIDED Example 22.10 | Uranium Separation (Circular Paths) | 802 |
| GUIDED Example 22.11 | Magnetic Levity (Magnetic Force) | 804 |
| 23 GUIDED Example 23.1 | A System in Flux (Magnetic Flux) | 820 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 23.2 | Does the Magnetic Flux Change? | 821 |
| GUIDED Example 23.3 | Bar Magnet Induction (Induced emf and Current) | 822 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 23.4 | Falling Magnets | 824 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 23.5 | The Direction of Induced Current | 826 |
| GUIDED Example 23.6 | Generator Next (Electric Generator) | 829 |
| QUICK Example 23.7 | What's the Maximum Voltage? | 833 |
| GUIDED Example 23.8 | A Resistor Circuit (Average AC Power) | 834 |
| ACTIVE Example 23.9 | Determine the Number of Loops | 839 |
| 24 QUICK Example 24.1 | What Is the Temperature? | 854 |
| GUIDED Example 24.2 | Quantum Numbers (Quantum Energy) | 856 |
| QUICK Example 24.3 | What's the Energy? | 858 |
| GUIDED Example 24.4 | When Oxygens Split (Photons) | 858 |
| QUICK Example 24.5 | What's the Cutoff Frequency? | 860 |
| GUIDED Example 24.6 | White Light on Sodium (Photoelectric Effect) | 861 |
| ACTIVE Example 24.7 | Determine the Speed and the Wavelength | 865 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 24.8 | More Certain or Less? | 870 |
| 25 QUICK Example 25.1 | What's the Radius? | 890 |
| QUICK Example 25.2 | What's the Energy? | 891 |
| GUIDED Example 25.3 | The Hydrogen Lineup (Hydrogen Spectrum) | 892 |
| ACTIVE Example 24.7 | Determine the Frequency | 895 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 25.4 | Finding the Electron | 898 |
| 26 QUICK Example 26.1 | What's the Symbol? | 913 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 26.2 | Identify the Radiation | 918 |
| GUIDED Example 26.3 | Alpha Decay of Uranium-238 (Alpha Decay) | 920 |
| GUIDED Example 26.4 | Beta Decay of Carbon-14 (Beta Decay) | 922 |
| GUIDED Example 26.5 | A Fission Reaction of Uranium-235 (Fission) | 926 |
| GUIDED Example 26.6 | You Don't Look a Day over 5000 (Carbon-14 Dating) | 933 |
| 27 QUICK Example 27.1 | What's the Elapsed Time? | 955 |
| QUICK Example 27.2 | What's the Length? | 957 |
| QUICK Example 27.3 | What's the Rest Energy? | 959 |
| CONCEPTUAL Example 27.4 | Compare the Mass | 960 |
| Math Review GUIDED Example 1 | Highway to Heaven (Using Trig Functions) | R21 |